
Dolce&Gabbana and Smeg join creative forces to create Sicily is my Love, a new unique project Made in Italy. The new small appliances collection

is produced by Smeg with an unmistakable Dolce&Gabbana touch.

Stand mixer SMF03DG

SICILY IS MY LOVE

Dolce and Gabbana's 'Sicily my Love' exclusive collection comprises a selection of beatifully designed toasters, citrus juicers, coffee machines, kettles,

blenders, stand mixers and slow juicers all decorated with a selection of objects and influences inspired by Southern Italy and the Isle of Sicily. Motifs include

gold lemons, citrus fruits, prickly pears and bright red cherries framed in triangular motifs called crocchi.  There are also delicate floral motifs inspired by the

coasts and landscapes of Southern coastline and images of fascinating Mt. Etna, surrounded by ornamental friezes, picturesque ruins of the Greek temple of

Castor and Pollux in the Valley of Temples, trinacrie and cartocci, a decorative motif similar to stylised acanthus leaves.

Aesthetic

Die‐cast aluminum body

Zinc‐alloy base with stainless steel 

bowl lock

Stainless steel ball lever knob

Technical characteristics

Planetary action
Direct drive motor

Safety lock when the head is tilted up

Overload motor protection

Accessory port for optionals

4,8 Lt (5qt) high polished stainless steel bowl with

ergonomic handle

Built-in cord wrap

Anti‐slip feet

Power 800 W

Functions

10 variable speed with Smooth start function

Capacities

White eggs max 12/ min 3

Cake dough max 2,8 Kg

Bread/pizza/pasta dough max 1,3 Kg

Whipped cream max 1L

Accessories Included*

SMWW01

St/steel wire whisk

SMFB01

Aluminium flat beater

SMDH01

Aluminium dough hook

SMB401 

4,8 Lt St steel bowl

SMPS01

Pouring shield

General specifications

Dimensions HxLxW 378(490 head up)x402x221 mm

Net weight 9,5 Kg

Cord length 1 m

Electrical Specification (EU Version)

Rating 220‐240 V

Frequency 50 Hz

Schuko plug

Options

SMPC01 - Pasta Roller & Cutter Set
SMPR01 - Pasta Roller
SMSC01 - Spaghetti cutter accessory
SMFC01 - Fettuccine cutter accessory
SMTC01 - Tagliolini cutter accessory
SMMG01 - Multi Food Grinder
SMRM01 - Ravioli maker
SMSG01 - Slicer and Grater accessory
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